List of Routes and Suggested Combinations

- Green Loop - 12.9 miles - 792 ft of climbing
- Yellow Loop - 23.6 miles - 1,298 ft of climbing
- Red Loop - 31.0 miles - 1,786 ft of climbing
- Green/Yellow Combo - 36.5 miles - 2,090 ft of climbing
- Green/Red Combo - 43.9 miles - 2,578 ft of climbing
- Yellow/Red Combo - 54.6 miles - 3,084 ft of climbing
- Red/Yellow/Green Combo - 67.5 miles - 3,865 ft of climbing
- Green/Red/Yellow/Red Combo - 98.5 miles - 5,651 ft of climbing
- Red/Yellow/Red/Green Combo - 98.5 miles - 5,651 ft of climbing